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ABSTRACT

Probabilistic Hoare logic (PHL) is an extension of Hoare logic and

is specifically useful in verifying randomized programs. It allows

researchers to formally reason about the behavior of programs

with stochastic elements, ensuring the desired probabilistic prop-

erties are upheld. The relative completeness of satisfaction-based

PHL has been an open problem ever since the birth of the first PHL

in 1979. More specifically, no satisfaction-based PHL with While-

loop has been proven to be relatively complete yet. This paper

solves this problem by establishing a new PHL with While-loop

and prove its relative completeness. The programming language

concerned in our PHL is expressively equivalent to the existing

PHL systems but brings a lot of convenience in showing complete-

ness. The weakest preterm for While-loop command reveals how

it changes the probabilistic properties of computer states, consider-

ing both execution branches that halt and infinite runs. We prove

the relative completeness of our PHL in two steps. We first estab-

lish a semantics and proof system of Hoare triples with probabilis-

tic programs and deterministic assertions. Then, by utilizing the

weakest precondition of deterministic assertions, we construct the

weakest preterm calculus of probabilistic expressions. The relative

completeness of our PHL is then obtained as a consequence of the

weakest preterm calculus.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Hoare Logic. Hoare logic provides a formalization with logical

rules on reasoning about the correctness of programs. It was origi-

nally designed by C. A. R. Hoare in 1969 in his seminal paper [19]

which was in turn extended by himself in [20]. The underpinning

idea captures the precondition and postcondition of executing a

certain program. The precondition describes the property that the

command relies on as a start. The postcondition describes the prop-

erty that the command must lead to after each correct execution.

Hoare logic has become one of the most influential tools in the for-

mal verification of programs in the past decades. It has been suc-

cessfully applied in analysis of deterministic [19, 20, 33], nondeter-

ministic [1, 15, 16], recursive [3, 17, 21], probabilistic [9, 13, 28, 29]

and quantum programs [14, 25, 32, 34, 35]. A comprehensive re-

view of Hoare logic is referred to Apt, Boer, and Olderog [2, 4].

Probabilistic Hoare Logic. Probabilistic Hoare logic (PHL) [9, 13,

28, 29] is an extension of Hoare logic. It introduces probabilistic

commands to handle programs with randomized behavior, provid-

ing tools to derive probabilistic assertions that guarantee a pro-

gram fulfills its intended behavior with certain probabilities. Nowa-

days PHL plays important roles in the formal verification of cryp-

tographic algorithm [5–7, 11, 12], machine learning algorithm [30,

31] and others systems involving uncertainty.

Ramshaw [28] developed the first ProbabilisticHoare Logic (PHL)

using a truth-functional assertion language, where logic formulas

are interpreted as either true or false. This type of PHL is called

satisfaction-based PHL within the Hoare logic community. There

are two types of formulas in this logic: deterministic formulas and

probabilistic formulas. The truth value of deterministic formulas is

interpreted on program states, which are functions that map pro-

gram variables to their values. On the other hand, the truth value

of probabilistic formulas is interpreted on the probability distribu-

tion of program states. However, Ramshaw’s PHL is incomplete

and may not be able to prove some simple and valid assertions.

To address this problem, expectation-based PHLwas introduced

in a series ofwork [22, 24, 26, 27]. This approach employs arithmeti-

cal assertions instead of truth-functional assertions. In this context,

a Hoare triple {5 }�{6} represents that the expected value of the

http://arxiv.org/abs/2406.16054v1
https://doi.org/XXXXXXX.XXXXXXX
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function 6 after the execution of program � should be at least as

high as the expected value of the function 5 before the execution.

Different Probabilistic Commands. Satisfaction-based PHLwas

developed further by den Hartog, Vink and Ricardo [11–13]. Their

PHL captures randomized behaviors by probabilistic choices, where

the command (1 is chosen with probability d and the command (2
is chosen with probability 1 − d , represented as (1 ⊕d (2. They

also provide a denotational semantics accordingly and establish

the completeness of the proof system without a while-loop. On

the other hand, Chadha et al. [9] constructed their PHL by incor-

porating randomness from tossing a biased coin. They showed that

their PHL without the while-loop is complete and decidable. Rand

and Zdancewic [29] established the randomness of their PHL by

also using a biased coin. They formally verified their logic in the

Coq proof assistant.

OurContribution.While recent work [8] has proved that expectation-

based PHL with the While loop is relatively complete, the work to

date has not proven the relative completeness of any satisfaction-

based PHL with the While loop. This is just the main contribution

of this paper. To elaborate:

(1) We propose a new satisfaction-based PHL in which the ran-

domness is introduced by the command of probabilistic as-

signment, i.e., -
$
←− {01 : :1, ..., 0= : :=}. This construction

makes our logic concise in expressing random assignments

with respect to discrete distribution, which are commonly

seen in areas of cryptography, computer vision, coding the-

ory and biology [18]. For example, in cryptographic algo-

rithms, almost all nonces are chosen from some prepared

discrete distributions on integers, rational or real numbers.

Similarly, in the phase of parameter setting, a machine learn-

ing algorithm would choose parameters from a distribution

over floating point numbers w.r.t. with some accuracy (dis-

crete as well). The probabilistic assignment also brings a

lot of convenience to the completeness proof since it can

be treated as a probabilistic extension of the normal assign-

ment. It is also expressively equivalent to the existing ran-

domized commands, like probabilistic choices and biased

coins.

(2) We find out the appropriate weakest preterm for probabilis-

tic expressions w.r.t. While-loop. It shows how While-loop

changes the probabilistic properties of computer states, con-

sidering both execution branches that halt and infinite runs.

As a preview, we prove the relative completeness of our

PHL in two steps. We first establish a proof system of Hoare

triples with deterministic assertions. Then, by utilizing the

weakest precondition of deterministic assertions, we con-

struct the weakest preterm calculus of probabilist expres-

sions. The relative completeness of our PHL is then obtained

as an application of the weakest preterm calculus.

The outline of this paper is as follows. We first introduce our

PHL with deterministic assertions in Section 2. We define the de-

notational semantics of deterministic assertions, construct a proof

system and show that it is sound and relatively complete. Then

Section 3 introduces the proof system for probabilistic assertions

based onweakest preconditions and proves that it is relatively com-

plete as well. We conclude this paper with future work in Section

4.

2 PROBABILISTIC HOARE LOGIC WITH

DETERMINISTIC ASSERTION

Hoare logic is a formal system that reasons about "Hoare triples" of

the form {q}�{k }. A Hoare triple characterizes the effect of a com-

mand� on the states that satisfy the precondition q , which means

that if a program state satisfies q , it must also satisfy the postcon-

dition k after the correct execution of � on the state. These as-

sertions, also known as formulas, are built from deterministic and

probabilistic expressions and will be defined in this section and the

next. The commands � are based on classical program statements

such as assignment, conditional choice, while loop, and so on. This

section will focus on the deterministic formulas.

2.1 Deterministic Expressions and Formulas

Let PV = {-,., /, . . .} be a set of program variables denoted by

capital letters. Let LV = {G,~, I, . . .} be a set of logical variables.

We assume LV and PV are disjoint. Program variables are those

variables that may occur in programs. They constitute determinis-

tic expressions. Deterministic expressions are classified into arith-

metic expression � and Boolean expression �. The arithmetic ex-

pression consists of integer constant = ∈ Z and variables from PV.

It also involves arithmetic operators between these components.

The arithmetic operator set is defined as {+,−,×, ...} ⊆ Z×Z→ Z.

In contrast, logical variables are used only in assertions.

Definition 2.1 (Arithmetic expressions). Given a set of program

variables PV, we define the arithmetic expression � as follows:

� := = | - | (� 0>? �).

This syntax allows an arithmetic expression (�) to be either an

integer constant (=), a program variable (- ), or a composition of

two arithmetic expressions (� 0>? �) built by an arithmetic opera-

tion (0>?). They intuitively represent integers in programs.

The Boolean constant set is B = {⊤,⊥}. We define relational

operators (A>?) to be performed on arithmetic expressions includ-

ing {>,<,≥, =, ≤, ...} ⊆ Z × Z → B. And logical operators, e.g.,

∧,∨,¬,→, ..., can be applied to any Boolean expressions.

Definition 2.2 (Boolean expressions). The Boolean expression is

defined as follows:

� := ⊤ | ⊥ | (� A>? �) | ¬� | (� ;>? �).

A Boolean expression represents some truth value, true or false.

The expression (� A>? �) represents that the truth value is deter-

mined by the binary relation A>? between two integers.

The semantics of deterministic expressions is defined on deter-

ministic states ( which are denoted as mappings ( : PV → Z. Let

S be the set of all deterministic states. Each state ( ∈ S is a de-

scription of the value of every program variable. Accordingly, the

semantics of arithmetic expressions is [[�]] : S → Z which maps

each deterministic state to an integer. Analogously, the semantics

of Boolean expressions is [[�]] : S→ B which maps each state to

a Boolean value.
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Definition 2.3 (Semantics of deterministic expressions). The se-

mantics of deterministic expressions are defined inductively as fol-

lows:

[[- ]]( = ( (- )

[[=]]( = =

[[�1 0>? �2]]( = [[�1]]( 0>? [[�2]](

[[⊤]]( = ⊤

[[⊥]]( = ⊥

[[�1 A>? �2]]( = [[�1]]( A>? [[�2]](

[[¬�]]( = ¬[[�]](

[[�1 ;>? �2]]( = [[�1]]( ;>? [[�2]](

As mentioned above, the interpretation of an arithmetic expres-

sion is an integer. A program variable - on a deterministic state

is interpreted as its value on the state. A constant is always itself

over any state. An arithmetic expression �1 0>? �2 is mapped to

the integer calculated by the operator 0>? applied on the interpre-

tation of �1 and the interpretation of �2 on the state. The Boolean

expressions can be understood similarly. For example, let ( be a

state such that ( (- ) = 1 and ( (. ) = 2. Then [[- + 1]]( = 2 and

[[(- + 2 ≤ 3) ∧ (- + . = 3)]]( = ⊤.

Next we define deterministic formulas based on deterministic

expressions.

Definition 2.4 (Syntax of deterministic formulas). The determin-

istic formulas are defined by the following BNF:

q := ⊤ | ⊥ | (4 A>? 4) | ¬q | (q ;>? q) | ∀Gq

where 4 represents arithmetic expression build on LV ∪ PV:

4 := = | - | G | (4 0>? 4).

We restricts ;>? to the classical operators: ¬ and ∧. ∨ and →

can be expressed in the standard way. The formula ∀Gq applies

universal quantifier to the logical variable G in formula q .

An interpretation � : LV ↦→ Z is a function which maps logical

variables to integers. Given an interpretation � and a deterministic

state ( , the semantics of 4 is defined as follows.

[[=]]�( = =

[[- ]]�( = ( (- )

[[G]]� ( = � (G)

[[�1 0>? �2]]
�( = [[�1]]

�( 0>? [[�2]]
�(

The semantics of a deterministic formula is denoted by [[q]]� =

{( | ( |=� q} which represents the set of all states satisfying q .

Definition 2.5 (Semantics of deterministic formulas). The seman-

tics of deterministic formulas is defined inductively as follows:

[[⊤]]� = S

[[⊥]]� = ∅

[[41 A>? 42]]
� = {( ∈ S | [[41]]

�( A>? [[42]]
�( = ⊤}

[[¬q]]� = S\[[q]]�

[[q1 ∧ q2]]
� = [[q1]]

� ∩ [[q2]]
�

[[∀Gq]] = {( | for all integer = and � ′ = � [G ↦→ =],

( |=�
′
q}

The [[⊤]]� defaults to all deterministic states S, while [[⊥]]� is

interpreted as the empty set. The symbol \ denotes complement,

and [[¬q]]� represents the set of remaining states in S after remov-

ing all states satisfying q . The logical operations ∧ and ∨ between

formulas can be interpreted as intersection and union operation of

state sets which satisfy corresponding formulas, respectively. And

the formula ∀Gq is satisfied on a deterministic state with interpre-

tation � if and only if q is true with respect to all interpretations � ′

which assigns the same values to every variable as � except G .

For example, let ( be a state such that ( (- ) = 1 and let � (G) = 3.

The deterministic formula ∀G ((G > 0) → (G +- > - )) is satisfied

on ( , i.e. ( |=� ∀G (G > 0→ G +- > - ). It is also valid (satisfied on

arbitrary state and interpretation).

2.2 Commands

Commands are actions that we perform on program states. They

change a deterministic state to a probabilistic distribution of de-

terministic states. We introduce the probabilistic assignment com-

mand to capture the randomized executions of probabilistic pro-

grams.

Definition 2.6 (Syntax of command expressions). The commands

are defined inductively as follows:

� := skip | - ← � | -
$
←− ' | �1;�2 | if � then �1 else �2 |

while � do �

where ' = {01 : :1, · · · , 0= : :=} in which {:1, · · · , :=} is a set of

integers and 01, . . . , 0= are real numbers such that 0 ≤ 08 ≤ 1 and

01 + . . . + 0= = 1. We omit those 08s when they are all equal to 1
= .

� is deterministic formula.

The command skip represents a null command doing nothing.

- ← � is the deterministic assignment. �1;�2 is the sequential

composition of �1 and �2 as usual. The last two expressions are

the conditional choice and loop, respectively. -
$
←− ' can be read

as a value :8 is chosen with probability 08 and is assigned to - .

The probabilistic assignment is the way to introduce randomness

in this paper. It is worth noting that the language we use for com-

mand expressions is just as expressive as the languages that are

constructed by using biased coins or probabilistic choices. This can

be easily understood through an example: a probabilistic choice

�1 ⊕ 1
3
�2 is equivalent to the following program in our language

(assuming that - is a new program variable):

-
$
←− {

1

3
: 0,

2

3
: 1}; if (- = 0) then �1 else �2

The semantics of commands is defined on probabilistic states.

It shows how different commands update probabilistic states. A

probabilistic state, denoted by `, is a probability sub-distribution

on deterministic states, i.e., ` ∈ � (S). Thus, each ` : S → [0, 1]

requires that Σ(∈S` (() ≤ 1. We use sub-distributions to take into

account the situations where some programs may never terminate

in certain states. For a deterministic state ( ∈ S, `( is a special

probabilistic state that assigns the value of 1 to ( and the value of

0 to any other state. We call it the probabilistic form of a determin-

istic state. A deterministic state ( is considered to be a support of

` if ` (() > 0. The set of all supports of ` is denoted by B? (`).

Definition 2.7 (Semantics of command expressions). The seman-

tics of commands is a function [[�]] ∈ � (S) → � (S). It is defined

inductively as follows:

• [[skip]] (`) = `
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• [[- ← �]] (`) =
∑

(∈S

` (() · `( [- ↦→[[� ]]( ]

• [[-
$
←− {01 : :1, ..., 0= : :=}]] (`) =

=∑

8=1

08 [[- ← :8 ]] (`)

• [[�1; �2]] (`) = [[�2]] ([[�1]] (`))

• [[if � then �1 else �2]] (`) = [[�1]] (↓� (`)) + [[�2]] (↓¬�
(`))

• [[while � do �]] (`) =

∞∑

8=0

↓¬� (([[�]]◦ ↓� )
8 (`))

The command skip changes nothing. We write ( [- ↦→ [[�]](]

to denote the state which assigns variables the same values as (

except that the variable- is assigned the value [[�]]( . Here ↓� (`)

denotes the distribution ` restricted to those states where � is true.

Formally, ↓� (`) = E with E (() = ` (() if [[�]]( = ⊤ and E (() = 0

otherwise. We can write [[�]]( to denote [[�]]`( if the initial state

is deterministic.

In general, if ` = [[�]]( , (′ ∈ B? (`) and ` ((′) = 0. Then it

means that executing command � from state ( will terminate on

state (′ with probability 0.

Example 2.8. Let ' = { 12 : 0, 12 : 1} and let ( be a deterministic

state such that ( (- ) = 1. If we run the command-
$
←− ' on ( , then

distribution [[-
$
←− { 12 : 0, 12 : 1}]]`( =

1
2 (`( [- ↦→0]) +

1
2 (`( [- ↦→1] )

is obtained.

Example 2.9. Let 0 be the probabilistic state that maps every

deterministic state to 0. For any probabilistic state `,

[[while ⊤ do skip]] (`) = 0.

This is because

[[while ⊤ do skip]] (`) =

∞∑

8=0

↓¬(⊤) (([[skip]]◦ ↓⊤)
8 (`)) =

↓¬(⊤) (`)+ ↓¬(⊤) (([[skip]]◦ ↓⊤)(`))+ ↓¬(⊤) (([[skip]]◦ ↓⊤)
2 (`))+. . .

It’s easy to see that ↓¬(⊤) (`) = 0 and ([[skip]]◦ ↓⊤)
: (`) = `

for all : . Therefore, [[while ⊤ do skip]] (`) = 0. The statement

implies that certain programs that never terminate result in prob-

abilistic states 0.

Example 2.10. Assume that there are two variables -,. and in-

finitely many states (0, (1, . . . where (0 (- ) = 0, (0 (. ) = 0, (8 (- ) =

1, (8 (. ) = 8 for all 8 > 0. Consider the command � := while - =

0 do (- ← { 12 : 0, 12 : 1};. ← . + 1). If we let ` = [[�]] ((0), then

` ((0) = 0 and ` ((8) =
1
28

for all 8 > 0.

Definition 2.5 gives the semantics of deterministic formulas over

deterministic states. A deterministic formula describes some prop-

erty of deterministic states. But how to evaluate a deterministic

formula on probabilistic states? The semantics is given as follows:

` |=� q iff for each support ( of `, ( ∈ [[q]]� .

We call it possibility semantics because the definition intuitively

means that a formulaq is true on a probabilistic state if and only if

q is true on all possible deterministic states indicated by the prob-

abilistic state. That implies that all supports of a distribution share

a common property. Hence we can claim that the distribution sat-

isfies the formula. The possibility semantics makes our PHL with

deterministic formula (PHL3 ) essentially equivalent to Dijkstra’s

non-deterministic Hoare logic [15]. However, the former serves as

a better intermediate step towards PHL with probabilistic formu-

las than the latter. Therefore, we will still present PHL3 in detail,

especially the weakest precondtion calculus of PHL3 , which is not

concretely introduced in non-deterministic Hoare logic.

2.3 Proof System with deterministic assertions

A proof system for PHL is comprised of Hoare triples. A Hoare

triple, written as {q}�{k }, is considered valid if, for every deter-

ministic state that satisfies q , executing command C results in a

probabilistic state that satisfiesk . Formally,

|= {q}�{k } if for all interpretation � and deterministic state ( , if

( |=� q , then [[�]] (`( ) |=
� k .

We now build a proof system for PHL3 for the derivation of

Hoare triples with probabilistic commands and deterministic as-

sertions. Most rules in our proof system are standard, and they are

inherited from Hoare logic or natural deduction [4]. Only one new

rule for probabilistic assignment is added, along with some struc-

tural rules. The symbol q [-/�] represents the formula which re-

places every occurrence of - in q with �.

Definition 2.11 (Proof system of PHL3 ). The proof system of PHL3
consists of the following inference rules:

( �% :
⊢{q }skip{q }

�( :
⊢{q [-/� ] }-←�{q }

%�( :
⊢{q [-/:1 ]∧...∧q [-/:= ] }-

$
←−{01::1,...,0= ::= } {q }

(�& :
⊢{q }�1{q1} ⊢{q1}�2 {q2}

⊢{q }�1;�2 {q2}

� � :
⊢{q∧�}�1{k } ⊢{q∧¬�}�2{k }
⊢{q }if � then �1 else �2 {k }

�$#( :
|=q ′→q ⊢{q }� {k } |=k→k ′

⊢{q ′}� {k ′ }

�#� :
⊢{q1}� {k1 } ⊢{q2}� {k2 }
⊢{q1∧q2 }� {k1∧k2 }

$' :
⊢{q1}� {k1 } ⊢{q2}� {k2 }
⊢{q1∨q2 }� {k1∨k2 }

,��!� :
⊢{q∧�}� {q }

⊢{q }while � do � {q∧¬�}

The majority of the above inference rules are easy to compre-

hend. (�$#() is special since it involves semantically valid im-

plications in the premise part. It characterizes the monotonicity

of Hoare triples, which means that a stronger precondition must

also lead to the same postcondition or some weaker one. In rule

(,��!�), formula q is called loop invariant which will not be

changed by command � . In the remaining part of this section, we

prove the soundness and completeness of PHL3 . Most of the proofs

are similar to their analogue in classical Hoare logic, the confident

readers may feel free to skip them.

Theorem 2.12 (Soundness). For all deterministic formula q and

k and command� , ⊢ {q}�{k } implies |= {q}�{k }.
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Proof. We prove by structural induction on� . Let � be an arbi-

trary interpretation.

• (SKIP) It’s trivial to see that that |= {q}skip{q}.

• (AS) Assume ( |=� q [-/�]. This means that q is true if the

variable - is assigned to the value [[�]]( and all other val-

ues are assigned to a value according to ( . Let (′ = [[- ←

�]] (() = ( [- ↦→ [[�]](]. Then (′ assigns - to the value

[[�]]( and all other variables to the same value as ( . There-

fore, (′ |=� q .

• (PAS) Assume ( |=� q [-/:1] ∧ . . . ∧ q [-/:=]. This means

that q is true if the variable - is assigned to the any of

{:1, . . . , :=} and all other values are assigned to a value ac-

cording to ( . Let `′ = [[-
$
←− {01 : :1, ..., 0= : :=}]] (`( ).

Then `′ is a distribution with support {(1, . . . , (=}, where

(8 = ( [- ↦→ :8] for 8 ∈ {1, . . . , =}. Since (8 assigns - to the

value :8 and all other variables to the same value as ( . We

know that (8 |=
� q . This means that q is true on all supports

of `′ . Therefore, `′ |=� q .

• (SEQ) If rule (SEQ) is used to derive ⊢ {q}�1;�2{q2} from

⊢ {q}�1{q1} and ⊢ {q1}�2{q2}, then by induction hypoth-

esis we have |= {q}�1{q1} and |= {q1}�2{q2}. Assume ( ∈

[[q]]� . Let (′ ∈ B? ([[�1;�2]] (`( )) be an arbitrary statewhich

belongs to the support of [[�1;�2]] (`( ). From [[�1;�2]] (`( ) =

[[�2]] ([[�1]] (`( )) we know that there is a state(1 ∈ B? ([[�1]] (`( ))

such that (′ ∈ B? ([[�2]] (`(1 )). Now by |= {q}�1{q1} we

know that [[�1]] (`( ) |=
� q1 and (1 |=

� q1. By |= {q1}�2{q2}

we know that [[�2]] (`(1 ) |=
� q2 and (

′ |=� q2.

• (IF) Assume ( ∈ [[q]]� , ⊢ {q∧�}�1{k } and ⊢ {q∧¬�}�2{k }.

By induction hypothesis we know that |= {q∧�}�1{k } and

|= {q∧¬�}�2{k }. Let (
′ be an arbitrary state which belongs

to B? ([[if � then �1 else �2]] (`( )).

Since ( is a deterministic state, we know that either ( ∈ [[�]]

or ( ∈ [[¬�]].

– If ( ∈ [[�]], then [[if � then�1 else�2]] (`( ) = [[�1]] (↓�
(`( )) = [[�1]] (`( ). Hence (

′ ∈ B? ([[�1]] (`( )). From ( ∈

[[q]]� and ( ∈ [[�]] we know that ( |=� q ∧ �. Now by

|= {q ∧ �}�1{k } we deduce that [[�1]] (`( ) |=
� k . There-

fore, (′ |=� k .

– If ( ∈ [[¬�]], then [[if� then�1 else�2]] (`( ) = [[�2]] (↓¬�
(`( )) = [[�2]] (`( ). Hence (

′ ∈ B? ([[�2]] (`( )). From ( ∈

[[q]]� and ( ∈ [[¬�]] we know that ( |=� q ∧ ¬�. Now

by |= {q ∧ ¬�}�2{k } we deduce that [[�2]] (`( ) |=
� k .

Therefore, (′ |=� k .

• (CONS) Assume |= q′ → q , ⊢ {q}�{k } and |= k → k ′. By

induction hypothesis we obtain that |= {q}�{k }. Let ( be a

state such that ( |=� q′ . Then by |= q′ → q we know that

( |=� q . By |= {q}�{k } we know that [[�]] (() |=� k . Hence

(′ |=� k for all (′ which belongs to B? ([[�]] (()). Now by

|= k → k ′ we know that (′ |=� k ′.

• (AND) Assume ⊢ {q1}�{k1} and ⊢ {q2}�{k2}. By induction

hypothesis we know that |= {q1}�{k1} and |= {q2}�{k2}.

Let ( be a state such that ( |=� q1 ∧ q2. Let (
′ be a state in

B? ([[�]] (()). Then ( |=� q1 and by |= {q1}�{k1} we have

[[�]] (() |=� k1. Hence (
′ |=� k1. Similarly, we can deduce

that (′ |=� k2. Therefore, (
′ |=� k1 ∧k2.

• (OR) Assume ⊢ {q1}�{k1} and ⊢ {q2}�{k2}. By induction

hypothesis we know that |= {q1}�{k1} and |= {q2}�{k2}.

Let ( be a state such that ( |=� q1 ∨ q2. Let (
′ be a state in

B? ([[�]] (()). Then either ( |=� q1 or ( |=� q2. If ( |=
� q1,

then by |= {q1}�{k1} we have [[�]] (() |=
� k1. Hence (

′ |=�

k1 and (
′ |=� k1 ∨k2. If ( |=

� q2, then by |= {q2}�{k2} we

have [[�]] (() |=� k2. Hence (
′ |=� k2 and (′ |=� k1 ∨ k2.

Therefore, it holds that (′ |=� k1 ∨k2 no matter ( |=� q1 or

( |=� q2.

• (WHILE) Assume |= {q∧�}�{q}. Let ( be an arbitrary state

and � be an arbitrary interpretation such that ( |=� q . We

remind the readers that [[while � do �]] (`( ) =

∞∑

8=0

↓¬�

(([[�]]◦ ↓� )
8 (`( )). We claim that for each natural number

: , it holds that ([[�]]◦ ↓� )
: (`( ) |=

� q .

We prove by induction on : :

– If : = 0, then ([[�]]◦ ↓� )
: (`( ) = `( . Hence ([[�]]◦ ↓�

): (`( ) |=
� q .

– Assume it holds that ([[�]]◦ ↓�)
: (`( ) |=

� q . Then ([[�]]◦ ↓�
):+1 (`( ) = [[�]]◦ ↓� (([[�]]◦ ↓� )

: (`( )). For arbitrary

(′ ∈ B? (([[�]]◦ ↓�)
: (`( )), we have (

′ |=� q .

∗ If (′ |= ¬�, then B? ([[�]]◦ ↓� (`( ′ )) = ∅. Then [[�]]◦ ↓�
(`( ′ ) |=

� q vacuously.

∗ If (′ |= �, then [[�]]◦ ↓� (`( ′ ) = [[�]] (`( ′ ). Then by

|= {q ∧ �}�{q} we know [[�]] (`( ′ ) |=
� q .

Therefore, we know [[�]]◦ ↓� (`( ′ ) |=
� q for all (′ ∈

B? (([[�]]◦ ↓�)
: (`( )). This implies that ([[�]]◦ ↓�)

:+1 (`( ) |=
�

q .

With the above claimwe infer that ↓¬� (([[�]]◦ ↓� )
8 (`( )) |=

�

q ∧ ¬�.

Hence

∞∑

8=0

↓¬� (([[�]]◦ ↓�)
8 (`( )) |=

� q ∧ ¬�. This proves

[[while � do �]] (`() |=
� q ∧ ¬�.

�

2.4 Weakest precondition of deterministic

assertions

To give the completeness of PHL3 , we assume that the set of pro-

gram variables PV is finite. Under this assumption, every determin-

istic state can be characterized by a unique formula, respectively.

For example, ( = {- ↦→ 1, . ↦→ 2, / ↦→ 3} is characterized by the

formula (- = 1 ∧ . = 2 ∧ / = 3) when PV = {-,., / }.

The completeness is given in the light of the method of weakest

preconditions. Let F? (�,k ) denote the weakest precondition of a

command � and a postconditionk . Intuitively, [[F? (�,k )]] is the

largest set of states starting from which if a program� is executed,

the resulting states satisfy a given post-conditionk . [[F? (�,k )]] is

a precondition in the sense that |= {F? (�,k )}�{k } and it is weak-

est since for each formula q , if |= {q}�{k }, then |= q → F? (�,k ).

In the strict sense, the weakest precondition is a semantic notion.

That is, [[F? (�,k )]] is the weakest precondition of command �

and postcondition k , while F? (�,k ) is a syntactic representative

of the weakest precondition. In this article, however, we will treat

weakest precondition as a syntactic notion when this treatment is

more convenient for our constructions and proofs.
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The proof strategy can be performed step by step:

• Step 1: Find out the corresponding precondition for each

command;

• Step 2: Prove that {F? (�,q)}�{q} is derivable by the proof

system;

• Step 3: Prove that for each valid Hoare triple {q}�{k }, it

holds that q → F? (�,k ) is valid;

• Step 4: By inference rule (�$#(), it is obtained that {q}�{k }

is derivable by the proof system.

The subtleties in this proof are to find the proper definition of

the weakest preconditions with respect to different commands.

Definition 2.13 (Weakest precondions). Theweakest precondition

is defined inductively on the structure of commands as follows:

(1) F? (B:8?,q) = q .

(2) F? (- ← �, q) = q [-/�].

(3) F? (-
$
←− {01 : :1, ..., 0= : :=}, q) = q [-/:1]∧ . . .∧q [-/:=].

(4) F? (�1;�2, q) = F? (�1,F? (�2, q)).

(5) F? (8 5 � Cℎ4= �1 4;B4 �2, q) = (� ∧ F? (�1, q)) ∨ (¬� ∧

F? (�2, q)).

(6) F? (Fℎ8;4 � 3> �,q) =
∧
:≥0

k: , where k0 = ⊤ and k8+1 =

(� ∧F? (�,k8)) ∨ (¬� ∧ q).

Some careful readers may notice that
∧
:≥0

k: , albeit understand-

able, is not an assertion in our language because it uses infinite con-

junction. In fact, just like in classical Hoare logic,F? (Fℎ8;4 � 3> �,q)

can be equivalently expressed as an assertion by using G¥>del’s V

predicate. For example, in the special case when there is only one

program variable - mentioned in � and q , we have

F? (Fℎ8;4 � 3> �,q) =

∀:∀<,= ≥ 0((V±(=,<, 0, G)∧

∀8 (0 ≤ 8 < :)(∀G (V±(=,<, 8, - ) → � [-/G])∧

∀G,~ (V±(=,<, 8, G) ∧ V± (=,<, 8 + 1, ~) → (F? (�,- = ~)∧

¬F? (�,⊥))[-/G]))) → (V±(=,<,:, - ) → (� ∨ q)[-/G]))

For more information, readers who are interested may refer to [33].

Here we stick to the infinite conjunction for ease of proof.

Proposition 2.14. It holds that ⊢ {F? (�,q)}�{q}.

Proof. We do structural induction on � . We only show these

non-trivial cases. The cases of (SKIP),(AS) and (PAS) are trivial.

• (SEQ) We have ⊢ {F? (�1,F? (�2, q))}�1{F? (�2, q)} and ⊢

{F? (�2, q)}�2{q} by inductive hypothesis. Then applying

the SEQ rule we know ⊢ {F? (�1,F? (�2, q))}�1;�2{q}.

• (IF) By inductive hypothesis we have {F? (�1, q)}�1{q} and

{F? (�2, q)}�2{q}. Then by (CONS)we know {�∧(F? (�1, q)∧

�) ∨ (F? (�2, q) ∧ ¬�))}�1{q} and {¬� ∧ (F? (�1, q) ∧

�) ∨ (F? (�2, q) ∧ ¬�)))}�2{q}. Now by (IF) we have ⊢

{(F? (�1, q)∧�)∨(F? (�2, q)∧¬�)}8 5 � Cℎ4=�1 4;B4 �2{q}.

• (WHILE) It’s easy to see that |= (�∧
∧
:≥0

k: ) → (�∧
∧
:≥1

F? (�,k8)).

By inductive hypothesis, ⊢ {
∧
:≥1

F? (�,k8)}�{
∧
:≥1

k8 }. Now

by (CONS) we have ⊢ {� ∧
∧
:≥1

F? (�,k8)}�{
∧
:≥1

k8 }. Note

that |=
∧
:≥1

k8 ↔
∧
:≥0

k8 . Then by (CONS) we have ⊢ {� ∧
∧
:≥1

F? (�,k8)}�{
∧
:≥0

k8 }.

That is, ⊢ {�∧F? (Fℎ8;4 � 3> �,q)}�{F? (Fℎ8;4 � 3> �,q)}.

Then, by (WHILE), we know

⊢ {F? (Fℎ8;4 � 3> �,q)}Fℎ8;4 � 3> �{F? (Fℎ8;4 � 3> �,q)∧

¬�}.

Then by the definition ofF? (Fℎ8;4 � 3> �,q) we know

⊢ {F? (Fℎ8;4 � 3> �,q)}Fℎ8;4 � 3> �{q}.

�

By soundness and Proposition 2.14, we can infer that |= {F? (�,q)}�{q}.

It shows that Definition 2.13 indeed constructs the precondition

given arbitrary postcondition and command. The following propo-

sition states that theseF? (�,q)s are the weakest.

Proposition 2.15. If |= {q}�{k }, then |= q → F? (�,k ).

Proof. (1) Trivial.

(2) Assume |= {q}- ← �{k }.

Let � be an arbitrary interpretation. Suppose 6 |=� q → F? (- ←

�,k ). Then there is a state ( such that ( |=� q and ( 6 |=�

F? (- ← �,k ). Then we know ( 6 |=� k [-/�], which means

thatk is not true under the valuationwhich assigns- to the

value [[�]]( and all other variables to the same value as ( .

Let (′ = [[- ← �]] (() = ( [- ↦→ [[�]](]. Then (′ assigns -

to the value [[�]]( and all other variables to the same value

as ( . Then we know (′ 6 |=� k .

By |= {q}- ← �{k } and ( |=� q we know that [[- ←

�]] (() |=� k . That is, (′ |=� k . Contradiction!

(3) Assume |= {q}-
$
←− {01 : :1, ..., 0= : :=}{k }.

Let � be an arbitrary interpretation. Suppose 6 |=� q → F? (-
$
←−

{01 : :1, ..., 0= : :=},k ). Then there is a state ( such that

( |=� q and ( 6 |=� F? (-
$
←− {01 : :1, ..., 0= : :=},k ). Then

by the construction of weakest precondition we have ( 6 |=�

k [-/A1] ∧ . . . ∧k [-/A=].

By |= {q}-
$
←− {01 : :1, ..., 0= : :=}{k } and ( |=

� q we

know that [[-
$
←− {01 : :1, ..., 0= : :=}]] (() |=

� k . Let `′ =

[[-
$
←− {01 : :1, ..., 0= : :=}]] (`( ). Then `

′ is a distribution

with support {(1, . . . , (=}, where (8 = ( [- ↦→ :8 ] for 8 ∈

{1, . . . , =}. Hence we know (8 |=
� k for all 8 ∈ {1, . . . , =}.

Note that (8 is a valuation which assigns - to the value :8
and all other variables to the same value as ( . Therefore, if

(8 |=
� k then ( |=� k [-/:8]. Then we know ( |=� k [-/:8]

for all 8 ∈ {1, . . . , =}, which means that ( |=� k [-/:1] ∧ . . .∧

k [-/:=]. Contradiction!

(4) Assume |= {q}�1;�2{k }.

Let � be an arbitrary interpretation. Let ( be an arbitrary

state such that ( |=� q . Then we know that [[�1;�2]] (() |=
�

k . Then [[�2]] ([[�1]] (()) |=
� k . That is, for all (′ ∈ B? ([[�1]] (()),

[[�2]] ((
′) |=� k . Let q′ be the formula which characterizes

(′ , then |= {q′}�2{k }. By induction hypothesis we know
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|= q′ → F? (�2,k ). Now from (′ |=� q′ we have (′ |=�

F? (�2,k ). From (′ ∈ B? ([[�1]] (()) we have [[�1]] (() |=
�

F? (�2,k ). This proves |= {q}�1{F? (�2,k )}. Then by in-

duction hypothesis we know |= q → F? (�1,F? (�2,k )).

(5) Assume |= {q}8 5 � Cℎ4= �1 4;B4 �2{k }.

Let � be an arbitrary interpretation. Let ( be an arbitrary

state such that ( |=� q . Then [[8 5 � Cℎ4= �1 4;B4 �2]] (() |=
�

k . It is trivial that either ( |= � or ( |= ¬�.

• If ( |= �, then [[8 5 � Cℎ4= �1 4;B4 �2]] (() = [[�1]] (().

Therefore, [[�1]] (() |=
� k . Let q′ be the formula which

characterizes ( , then ( |=� q′ and |= {q′}�1{k }. Then

by induction hypothesis we know |= q′ → F? (�1,k ).

Therefore, ( |=� F? (�1,k ).

• If ( |= ¬�, then [[8 5 � Cℎ4= �1 4;B4 �2]] (() = [[�2]] (().

Therefore, [[�2]] (() |=
� k . Let q′ be the formula which

characterizes ( , then ( |=� q′ and |= {q′}�2{k }. Then

by induction hypothesis we know |= q′ → F? (�2,k ).

Therefore, ( |=� F? (�2,k ).

Sum up the above two cases we have ( |=� (�∧F? (�1,k ))∨

(¬� ∧F? (�2,k )). This proves |= q → ((� ∧F? (�1,k )) ∨

(¬� ∧F? (�2,k ))).

(6) Assume |= {j}Fℎ8;4 � 3> �{q} and the command will ter-

minate if it starts from all states where j is satisfiable. Let �

be an interpretation and ( be a state such that ( |=� j . We

prove by induction on the times of the iteration of the while

loop.

• Suppose thewhile loop is terminated after 0 time of execu-

tion.1 Then ( 6 |= � and [[Fℎ8;4 � 3> �]] (`( ) = `( . There-

fore, by |= {j}Fℎ8;4 � 3> �{q} we know ( |=� q . Then

we have ( |=� ¬� ∧ q . Hence ( |=� k8 for all 8 . Therefore,

( |=� F? (Fℎ8;4 � 3> �,q).

• Suppose the while loop is terminated after 1 time of ex-

ecution. Then ( |= � and ([[�]]◦ ↓� )(`( ) = [[�]] (`( ).

Therefore, for all (′ ∈ B? ([[�]] (`()), (
′ 6 |= �, (′ |=� q

and [[�]] (`( ) |=
� ¬� ∧ q . Hence [[�]] (`( ) |=

� k8 for all 8 .

Let j′ be the formula that characterizes ( . Then we have

|= {j′}�{k8}. Then by induction hypothesis we know |=

j′ → F? (�,k8). Then from ( |=� j′ and ( |= � we know

( |=� k8 for all 8 . Therefore, ( |=
� F? (Fℎ8;4 � 3> �,q).

• Suppose the while loop is terminated after : + 1 times of

execution.

Let (1 ∈ B? (([[�]]◦ ↓� )
: (`( )).

– If (1 |= ¬�, then (1 is a state where the loop termi-

nates after : time of execution. Then by the induction

hypothesis we know (1 |=
� k8 for all 8 .

– If (1 |= �, then ([[�]]◦ ↓� )(`(1 ) = [[�]] (`(1 ). There-

fore, for all (′ ∈ B? ([[�]] (`(1)), (
′ 6 |= �, (′ |=� q and

[[�]] (`(1 ) |=
� ¬� ∧ q . Hence [[�]] (`(1 ) |=

� k8 for all

8 . Let j′ be the formula that characterizes (1. Then we

have |= {j′}�{k8}. Then by induction hypothesis we

know |= j′ → F? (�,k8). Then from (1 |=
� j′ and

(1 |= � we know (1 |=
� k8 for all 8 .

This proves ([[�]]◦ ↓� )
: (`( ) |=

� k8 for all 8 .

Let (2 ∈ B? (([[�]]◦ ↓� )
:−1 (`( )).

1The loop terminated after : steps means that the longest branch of the execution of
the while loop terminates after : steps.

Now, we split into two cases:

– if (2 |= ¬�, then (2 |=
� ¬� ∧ q .

– If (2 |= �, then ([[�]]◦ ↓�)(`(2 ) = [[�]] (`(2 ). Then

[[�]] (`(2 ) |=
� k8 for all 8 . Let j

′ be the formula that

characterizes (2. Then we have |= {j′}�{k8}. Then by

induction hypothesis we know |= j′ → F? (�,k8). Then

from (2 |=
� j′ and (2 |= � we know (2 |=

� k8 for all 8 .

Hence (2 |=
� F? (�,k8).

This proves ([[�]]◦ ↓� )
:−1 (`( ) |=

� k8 for all 8 .

Repeat the above procedure we deduce that ( |=� � ∧

F? (�,k8) for all 8 .

• Now we study the case in which the loop never termi-

nates. That is, there is a infinite sequence of deterministic

states ( = (0, (1, (2, . . . in which ( 9+1 ∈ B? ([[�]] (( 9 )). We

will show that ( 9 |= k8 for all 8 and 9 .

It’s easy to see that ( 9 |= � for all 9 because otherwise the

loop will terminate. Now we prove that for all 9 , ( 9 |= k8
for all 8 by induction on 8 .

It’s easy to see that ( 9 |= k0 for all 9 . Assume for all 9 it

holds that ( 9 |= k: . Then ( 9−1 |= F? (�,k: ). Therefore,

( 9−1 |= k:+1.

�

Corollary 2.16. ( |= F? (�,q) iff [[�]] (() |= q .

Proof.

• (⇒) If ( |= F? (�,q), then by Proposition 2.14 and sound-

ness, we have |= {F? (�,q)}�{q}which implies that [[�]] (() |=

q .

• (⇐) Assume [[�]] (() |= q . Let q′ be the formulawhich char-

acterizes ( . Then we know ( |= q′ and |= {q′}�{q}. Then

we have |= q′ → F? (�,k ). Hence ( |= F? (�,q).

�

After combining Proposition 2.15 and Corollary 2.16, it is con-

cluded thatF? (�,q) defined in Definition 2.13 is the weakest pre-

condition for command � and the postcondition q . This leads to

an easy completeness proof.

Corollary 2.17 (Completeness). If |= {q}�{k }, then ⊢ {q}�{k }.

Proof. If |= {q}�{k }, then by Proposition 2.15 we know |=

q → F? (�,k ). By Proposition 2.14 we know ⊢ {F? (�,k )}�{k }.

Then apply the derivation rule (CONS) we have ⊢ {q}�{k }. �

So far, we have demonstrated that PHL3 is both sound and com-

plete. However, Hoare triples only deal with deterministic formu-

las. Probabilistic assertions, on the other hand, are more expressive

because they can describe the probabilistic nature of probabilistic

states, e.g., the probability of- > 3 is 1
2 . In the next section, we are

going to investigate probabilistic assertions and their correspond-

ing proof system. Before we start, it is worth noting that the rela-

tionship betweenWHILE command and IF command shown in the

lemma below, which plays an important role in the completeness

proof in the next section.

Lemma2.18. For all 8 ≥ 0, if( |= ¬F? (�0,¬�)∧. . .∧¬F? (�8−1,¬�)∧

F? (�8,¬�), then [[while � do �]]`( = [[(if � then � else skip)8 ]]`( .
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Proof. We first prove the case where 8 = 0. Here we have ( |=

F? (�0,¬�). That is, ( |= ¬�. It is then trivial to prove [[while � do �]]`( =

[[(if � then � else skip)0]]`( .

We now prove the case with 8 = 2, other cases are similar. As-

sume 8 = 2. Then we have ( |= ¬F? (�0,¬�) ∧ ¬F? (�1,¬�) ∧

F? (�2,¬�). Then we know ( 6 |= F? (skip,¬�), ( 6 |= F? (�,¬�)

and ( |= F? (� ;�,¬�). Therefore, ( |= ¬�, [[�]]( 6 |= ¬� and

[[� ;�]]( |= ¬�. We then know ↓� ([[� ;�]]() = 0.

It’s easy to see that B? ([[�]]◦ ↓� (`( )) ⊆ B? ([[�]] (`( )). Then

from ( |= F? (�2,¬�) we deduce [[�2]]( |= ¬�, which implies

[[(�◦ ↓� )
2]]( |= ¬�.

Then

∞∑

8=0

↓¬� (([[�]]◦ ↓� )
8 (`( )) =↓¬� (([[�]]◦ ↓� )

0 (`( ))+ ↓¬�

(([[�]]◦ ↓� )
1 (`( ))+ ↓¬� (([[�]]◦ ↓� )

2 (`( ))+ ↓¬� (([[�]]◦ ↓�
)3 (`( ))+. . . =↓¬� (([[�]]◦ ↓� )

0 (`( ))+ ↓¬� (([[�]]◦ ↓�)
1 (`( ))+ ↓¬�

(([[�]]◦ ↓� )
2 (`( )) =↓¬� (`( )+ ↓¬� ◦[[�]]◦ ↓� (`( ) + ([[�]]◦ ↓�

)2 (`( ).

On the other hand, [[if � then � else skip]]2`( =

[[if � then � else skip]] ([[�]]◦ ↓� (`( )+ ↓¬� (`( )) =

[[�]]◦ ↓� ([[�]]◦ ↓� (`( )+ ↓¬� (`( ))+ ↓¬� ([[�]]◦ ↓� (`( )+ ↓¬�
(`( )) =

[[�]]◦ ↓� [[�]]◦ ↓� (`( ) + [[�]]◦ ↓� (↓¬� (`( ))+ ↓¬� [[�]]◦ ↓�
(`( )+ ↓¬� (↓¬� (`( )) =

([[�]]◦ ↓�)
2 (`( ) + 0+ ↓¬� [[�]]◦ ↓� (`( )+ ↓¬� (`( ) =

↓¬� (`( )+ ↓¬� [[�]]◦ ↓� (`( ) + ([[�]]◦ ↓� )
2 (`( ).

�

3 PROBABILISTIC HOARE LOGIC WITH

PROBABILISTIC FORMULAS

3.1 Probabilistic formulas

In order to describe the probabilistic aspects of probabilistic states,

we need to ‘expand’ deterministic formulas to probabilistic formu-

las. In this section, we first define real expressions (a.k.a. probabilis-

tic expression) which are building blocks of probabilistic formulas.

Definition 3.1 (Real expressions). Let RV be a set of real variables.

The real expression A is defined as follows:

A := 0 | x | P(q) | A 0>? A

Here 0 ∈ R is a real number and x ∈ RV is a real variable. P(q)

is the probability of a deterministic assertion q being true. Given an

interpretation � which maps logical variables to integers and maps

real variables to real numbers, the semantics of real expressions

are defined in the standard way as follows.

Definition 3.2 (Semantics of real expressions). Given an interpre-

tation � and a probabilistic state `, the semantics of real expressions

is defined inductively as follows.

• [[0]]�` = 0.

• [[x]]�` = � (x).

• [[P(q)]]�` =
∑

( |=�q

` (().

• [[A1 0>? A2]]
�
` = [[A1]]

�
` 0>? [[A2]]

�
` .

A real number 0 is interpreted as itself over arbitrary probabilis-

tic state. � decides the value of each real variable x. The expression

P(q) represents the probability that the deterministic formula q

holds over some probabilistic state. It can be computed by sum-

ming up all probabilities of these deterministic states that make

q true. A1 0>? A2 characterizes the arithmetic calculation between

two real expressions.

Nowwe define probabilistic formulas (assertions). The primitive

type of probabilistic formula is to show the relationship between

two real expressions. They are often used for comparing two prob-

abilities, e.g. P(- > 1) < 1
2 .

Definition 3.3 (Syntax of probabilistic formulas). Probabilistic for-

mulas are defined inductively as follows.

Φ = (A A>? A ) | ¬Φ | (Φ ∧ Φ)

where A is a real expression.

For example, (P(- > 0) > 1
2 ) ∧ ¬(P(- > 1) < P(- > 0)) is a

well-formed probabilistic formula.

Definition 3.4 (Semantics of probabilistic formulas). Given an in-

terpretation � , the semantics of probabilistic assertion is defined on

probabilistic states ` as follows:

• ` |=� A1 A>? A2 if [[A1]]
�
` A>? [[A2]]

�
` = ⊤

• ` |=� ¬Φ if not ` |=� Φ

• ` |=� Φ1 ∧ Φ2 if ` |=
�
Φ1 and ` |=

�
Φ2

3.2 Proof system with probabilistic formulas

As mentioned in Section 2, the proof system of probabilistic Hoare

logic consists ofHoare triples. Nowwe step forward toHoare triples

{Φ}�{Ψ}where Φ and Ψ are probabilistic formulas. Themain tech-

nical difficulty is also finding out weakest preconditions for given

command and probabilistic formulas. Inspired by Chadha et al. [9],

we first introduce the notion weakest preterms which constitute

weakest preconditions.

The terminology ‘term’ just refers to the real expression in this

paper. We inherit this word from Chadha et al.. A weakest preterm

with respect to a given command � and a term (real expression)

A intuitively denotes the term whose interpretation of the initial

probabilistic state is the same as the interpretation of A on the re-

sulting state after executing � . We also borrow the notion of the

conditional term from Chadha et al. [9], which will be useful in

defining the weakest preterm.

Definition 3.5 (Conditional terms). The conditional term A/� of

a real expression A with a Boolean formula � (a deterministic for-

mula) is inductively defined as follows.

• 0/� = 0

• x/� = x

• P(q)/� = P(q ∧ �)

• (A1 0>? A2)/� = A1/� 0>? A2/�

A conditional term intuitively denotes a probability under some

condition described by a deterministic formula, which is shown by

the next lemma.

Lemma 3.6. [[A/�]]�` = [[A ]]�
↓�`

Proof. The only non-trivial case is when the term A of the form

P(q). In this case, we have
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[[P(q)/�]]�` = [[P(q ∧ �)]]�` = [[P(q)]]�
↓� `

�

Now, we are fully prepared to define the weakest preterms. The

weakest preterms for real expression 0, x and A1 0>? A2 are straight-

forward. In terms of P(q), we need to split cases by different com-

mands among which WHILE command brings a lot of subtleties.

Definition 3.7 (weakest preterms). The weakest preterm of a real

expression A with command � is inductively defined as follows.

(1) ?C (�,0) = 0

(2) ?C (�,x) = x

(3) ?C (�,A1 0>? A2) = ?C (�,A1) 0>? ?C (�,A2)

(4) ?C (skip, P(q)) = P(q)

(5) ?C (- ← �, P(q)) = P(q [-/�])

(6) ?C (-
$
←− {01 : :1, . . . , 0= : :=}, P(q)) =

01P(q [-/:1] ∧ ¬q [-/:2] ∧ . . . ¬q [-/:=])+

02P(¬q [-/:1] ∧q [-/:2] ∧¬q [-/:3] ∧ . . .∧¬q [-/:=]) +

. . . + 0=P(¬q [-/:1] ∧ . . . ∧ ¬q [-/:=−1] ∧ q [-/:=])+

(01+02)P(q [-/:1]∧q [-/:2]∧¬q [-/:3]∧. . .∧¬q [-/:=])+

. . . + (01 + . . . + 0=)P(q [-/:1] ∧ . . . ∧ q [-/:=])

(7) ?C (�1;�2, P(q)) = ?C (�1, ?C (�2, P(q)))

(8) ?C (if � then �1 else �2, P(q)) = ?C (�1, P(q))/� +

?C (�2, P(q))/(¬�)

(9) ?C (while � do �,P(q)) =

∞∑

8=0

)8 , in which )8 is defined via

the following procedure. We use the following abbreviation

• F? (8) is short for ¬F? (�0,¬�) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬F? (�8−1,¬�) ∧

F? (�8 ,¬�)

• F? (∞) is short for

∞∧

8=0

¬F? (�8,¬�)

• ,! is short for while � do �

• � � is short for if � then � else skip

• (*" is short for

∞∑

8=0

(P(F? (8))(?C ((� � )8, P(q))/(F? (8))))

For any probabilistic state `, we let

`0 =↓F? (∞) (`), `8+1 =↓F? (∞) ([[�]]`8).

• Let )0 = (*" .

• Let )1 be the unique real expression such that

[[)1]]` = [[P(F? (∞))]]` [[(*"]] [[� ]]`0

for all probabilistic state `. Equivalently,

)1 = P(F? (∞))(?C (�,(*")/F? (∞)).

• Let )2 be the unique real expression such that

[[)2]]` = [[P(F? (∞))]]`P(F? (∞))]] [[� ]]`0 [[(*"]] [[� ]]`1

for all probabilistic state `. Equivalently,)2 =

P(F? (∞))(?C (�,P(F? (∞)))/F? (∞))(?C (�, ?C (�,(*")/F? (∞))/F? (∞))

• In general, we let )8 be the unique real expression such

that [[)8 ]]` =

[[P(F? (∞))]]` [[P(F? (∞))]] [[� ]]`0 . . .

[[P(F? (∞))]] [[� ]]`8−2 [[(*"]] [[� ]]`8−1

for all probabilistic states `. Equivalently, let 5�,� be the

functionwhichmaps a real expression A to 5�,� (A ) = ?C (�,A )/F? (∞).

Then

)8 = 5 8�,� ((*")

8−1∏

9=0

5
9
�,�
(P(F? (∞))).

Therefore,

?C (while � do �,P(q)) =

∞∑

8=0

5 8 ((*")

8−1∏

9=0

5 9 (P(F? (∞))).

Let us explain the definition of ?C (while � do �,P(q)). Given a

deterministic state ( , ( |= F? (8) means that ( will lead to a prob-

abilistic state satisfying ¬� (all its supports satisfy ¬�) after exe-

cuting� for exactly 8 times. Thus, (*" represents the probability

of reaching a probabilistic state satisfying ¬� by executing � in

finitely many steps. In contrast, ( |= F? (∞) means that ( will

never achieve a probabilistic state satisfying ¬�. So, given a proba-

bilistic state, some supports of it satisfyF? (8) for some 8 (the prob-

ability of all of them is denoted by (*"), but others satisfyF? (∞).

For a deterministic state which satisfiesF? (∞), we execute� for 1

time to get a probabilistic state, of which the support is a set of de-

terministic states. Among those deterministic states, we use )1 to

represent those ones which will terminate on ¬� after finite times

of execution. For those states which will not terminate on ¬� in

finite times, we execution� for the 2nd time. Then )2 will pop up.

So on so forth. In this way we construct)8 for each 8 ≥ 1.

Although according to the above definition, ?C (�,A ) is a syntac-

tic notion. In practice we will always treat it as a semantic notion.

That is, if [[?C (�, A1)]]
�
` = [[A2]]

�
` for all probabilistic state ` and in-

terpretation � , then we say that A2 is a preterm of A1 with command

� . The above definition constitute the weakest preterm calculus of

probabilistic expression. It tells us how to calculate the weakest

preterm for any give probabilistic expression and command. Now

we use some examples to demonstrate the usage of the weakest

preterm calculus.

Example 3.8. Let’s calculate ?C (while ⊤ do skip, P(⊤)). In this

case we have F? (skip8 ,¬⊤) = F? (skip,⊥) = ⊥. (Here we over-

load the symbol = to represent semantic equivalence.) Then we

knowF? (8) = ⊥ for all 8 andF? (∞) = ⊤. Therefore, (*" = 0 be-

cause P(F? (8)) = P(⊥) = 0. Moreover, )1 = P(F? (∞))(?C (skip,

(*")/F? (∞)) = P(⊤)(?C (skip, 0)/⊤) = P(⊤) · 0 = 0. We further

note that 5skip,⊤ (A ) = ?C (skip, A )/⊤ = A . Therefore, )8 = 0 for all

8 . We then know ?C (while ⊤ do skip, P(⊤)) = 0.

Example 3.9. Let � be the following program:

- ← {
1

3
: 0,

2

3
: 1}; if - = 0 then (while ⊤ do skip) else skip

Let’s calculate ?C (�,P(⊤)). We have

?C (�,P(⊤)) = ?C (- ← {
1

3
: 0,

2

3
: 1},

?C (if - = 0 then (while ⊤ do skip) else skip, P(⊤))).

?C (if - = 0 then (while ⊤ do skip) else skip, P(⊤)) =

(?C (while ⊤ do skip, P(⊤))/(- = 0))+(?C (skip, P(⊤))/(¬- = 0)) =

(0/(- = 0)) + (?C (skip, P(⊤))/(¬- = 0)) =
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0 + (P(⊤)/(¬- = 0)) = P(- ≠ 0).

Therefore, ?C (�,P(⊤)) = ?C (- ← { 13 : 0, 23 : 1}, P(- ≠ 0)) =
1
3P(0 ≠ 0∧¬1 ≠ 0) + 2

3P(¬0 ≠ 0∧1 ≠ 0) + ( 13 +
2
3 )P(0 ≠ 0∧1 ≠

0) = 1
3P(⊥) +

2
3P(⊤) + P(⊥) =

2
3P(⊤).

Now we prove the characterization lemma of preterms. This

lemma indicates that the preterm of a real expression A (can be

understood as a probability) in terms of command � on a given

probabilistic state ` equals A after executing � .

Lemma 3.10. Given a probabilistic state `, an interpretation � , a

command � and a real expression A ,

[[?C (�,A )]]�` = [[A ]]�
[[� ]]`

Proof. (1) [[?C (�, 0)]]�` = [[0]]�` = 0 = [[0]]�
[[� ]]`

.

(2) [[?C (�, x)]]�` = [[x]]�` = � (x) = [[x]]�
[[� ]]`

.

(3) [[?C (�,A1 0>? A2)]]
�
` [[?C (�,A1) 0>? ?C (�,A2)]]

�
` =

[[?C (�,A1) ]]
�
`0>? [[ ?C (�,A2)]]

�
` = [[A1]]

�
[[� ]]`

0>? [[A2]]
�
[[� ]]`

.

(4) [[?C (skip, P(q))]]�` = [[P(q)]]�` = [[P(q)]]�
[[skip]]`

.

(5) [[?C (- ← �, P(q))]]�` = [[P(q [-/�])]]�` = [[P(F? (- ←

�, q))]]�` . Since ( |= q [-/�] iff ( |= F? (- ← �, q) iff [[- ←

�]]( |= q , we know [[P(q [-/�])]]�` = [[P(q)]]�
[[-←� ]]`

.

(6) PAS: For the sake of simplicity, we assume = = 2. No gen-

erality is lost with this assumption. We have [[?C (-
$
←− {01 :

:1, 02 : :2},P(q))]]
�
` = [[01P(q [-/:1]∧¬q [-/:2])+02P(¬q [-/:1]∧

q [-/:2]) + (01 +02)P(q [-/:1] ∧q [-/:2])]]
�
` . Without loss

generality, assume B? (`) = {(1, (2, (3, (4}, (1 |=
� q [-/:1] ∧

¬q [-/:2], (2 |=
� ¬q [-/:1] ∧ q [-/:2], (3 |=

� q [-/:1] ∧

q [-/:2], (4 |=
� ¬q [-/:1] ∧¬q [-/:2], ` ((8) = 18 . Then we

have[01P(q [-/:1]∧¬q [-/:2])+02P(¬q [-/:1]∧q [-/:2])+

(01+02)P(q [-/:1]∧q [-/:2])]]
�
` = 0111+0212+(01+02)13.

We further have [[-
$
←− {01 : :1, 02 : :2}]] ((1) |=

�
P(q) =

01, [[-
$
←− {01 : :1, 02 : :2}]] ((2) |=

�
P(q) = 02, [[-

$
←− {01 :

:1, 02 : :2}]] ((3) |=
�
P(q) = 01 + 02 and [[-

$
←− {01 : :1, 02 :

:2}]] ((4) |=
�
P(q) = 0. Then we know [[-

$
←− {01 : :1, 02 :

:2}]] (`) |=
�
P(q) = 0111 + 0212 + (01 + 02)13. This means

that [[P(q)]]�

[[-
$
←−{01::1,02 ::2 } ]]`

= 0111+0212+(01+02)13 =

[[?C (-
$
←− {01 : :1, 02 : :2}, P(q))]]

�
` .

(7) SEQ: [[?C (�1;�2, P(q))]]
�
` = [[?C (�1, ?C (�2, P(q)))]]

�
` =

[[?C (�2, P(q))]]
�
[[�1 ]]`

= [[P(q)]]�
[[�2 ]] [[�1]]`

= [[P(q)]]�
[[�1 ;�2 ]]`

.

(8) IF: [[?C (if � then �1 else �2, P(q))]]
�
` =

[[?C (�1, P(q))/� + ?C (�2, P(q))/(¬�)]]
�
` =

[[?C (�1, P(q))/�]]
�
` + [[?C (�2, P(q))/(¬�)]]

�
` =

[[?C (�1, P(q))]]
�
↓�`
+ [[?C (�2, P(q))]]

�
↓¬�`

=

[[P(q)]]�
[[�1 ]]↓�`

+ [[P(q)]]�
[[�2 ]]↓¬�`

=

[[P(q)]]�
[[�1 ]]↓�`+[[�2]]↓¬�`

= [[P(q)]]�
[[if � then �1 else �2 ]]`

(9) WHILE:Without loss of generality, let B? (`) = {(0,∞, (0,0, (0,1, . . .},

in which (0,8 |= F? (8) and (0,∞ |= F? (∞). Equivalently, we

may let `(0,8 =↓F? (8 ) (`) and `(0,∞ =↓F? (∞) (`).

Thenwe know ` ((0,8) = [[P(F? (8))]]` , ` ((0,∞) = [[P(F? (∞))]]` .

That is, ` = [[P(F? (∞))]]``(0,∞ +

∞∑

8=0

[[P(F? (8))]]``(0,8 .

Then [[P(q)]] [[,! ]]`

= [[P(q)]]

[[,! ]] (` ((0,∞)`(0,∞+

∞∑

8=0

` ((0,8 )`(0,8 )

= [[P(q)]] [[,! ]] (` ((0,∞)`(0,∞ )
+ [[P(q)]]

[[,! ]]

∞∑

8=0

` ((0,8)`(0,8

= ` ((0,∞)[[P(q)]] [[,! ]] (`(0,∞ )
+

∞∑

8=0

` ((0,8)[[P(q)]] [[,! ]]`(0,8

By Lemma 2.18 we know [[,!]]`(0,8 = [[(� � )
8 ]]`(0,8 .

Therefore,

[[P(q)]] [[,! ]]`(0,8
= [[P(q)]] [[ (�� )8 ]]`(0,8

By induction hypothesis we know

[[P(q)]] [[ (�� )8 ]]`(0,8
= [[?C ((� � )8 , P(q))]]`(0,8

Then we have

[[P(q)]] [[,! ]]`(0,8
= [[?C ((� � )8 , P(q))]]`(0,8

Moreover,

[[?C ((� � )8 , P(q))]]`(0,8 = [[?C ((� � )8 , P(q))]]↓F? (8) (` )

= [[?C ((� � )8 , P(q))/(F? (8))]]`

At this stage we know [[P(q)]] [[,! ]]` =

` ((0,∞)[[P(q)]] [[,! ]] (`(0,∞ )
+

∞∑

8=0

` ((0,8)[[P(q)]] [[,! ]]`(0,8

in which

∞∑

8=0

` ((0,8)[[P(q)]] [[,! ]]`(0,8
=

[[

∞∑

8=0

(P(F? (8))(?C ((� � )8, P(q))/(F? (8))))]]`

Note that (*" is short for
∞∑

8=0

(P(F? (8))(?C ((� � )8, P(q))/(F? (8)))).

Then [[P(q)]] [[,! ]]` =

` ((0,∞)[[P(q)]] [[,! ]] (`(0,∞ )
+ [[(*"]]`

= [[P(F? (∞))]]` [[P(q)]] [[,! ]] (`(0,∞ )
+ [[(*"]]` .

It remains to study [[P(q)]] [[,! ]]`(0,∞
.
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Note that [[,!]] = [[� � ;,!]].

We then know [[P(q)]] [[,! ]]`(0,∞
= [[P(q)]] [[�� ;,! ]]`(0,∞
= [[P(q)]] [[,! ]] [[�� ]]`(0,∞
= [[P(q)]] [[,! ]] [[if � then � else skip]]`(0,∞
= [[P(q)]] [[,! ]] [[� ]]`(0,∞

.

Here we also note that [[�]]`(0,∞ = [[�]] ↓F? (∞) (`).

Without loss of generality, let B? ([[�]]`(0,∞ ) = {(1,∞, (1,0, (1,1, . . . , },

in which (1,8 |= F? (8) and (1,∞ |= F? (∞).

Then by repeating the reasoning on the cases of (0,8 , we

know

[[P(q)]] [[,! ]] [[� ]]`(0,∞
=

[[P(F? (∞))]] [[� ]]`(0,∞
[[P(q)]] [[,! ]] (`(1,∞ )

+ [[(*"]] [[� ]]`(0,∞
=

[[P(F? (∞))]] [[� ]]↓F? (∞) (` ) [[P(q)]] [[,! ]] (`(1,∞ )
+[[(*"]] [[� ]]↓F? (∞) (` )

By induction hypothesis we know

[[P(F? (∞))]] [[� ]]↓F? (∞) (` ) = [[?C (�,P(F? (∞)))]]↓F? (∞) (` )

= [[?C (�,P(F? (∞)))/F? (∞)]]`

and [[(*"]] [[� ]]↓F? (∞) (` ) = [[?C (�,(*")/F? (∞)]]` .

It then remains to study [[P(q)]] [[,! ]]`(1,∞
.

By repeating the reasoning on the cases of (0,8 , we know

[[P(q)]] [[,! ]] [[� ]]`(1,∞
=

[[P(F? (∞))]] [[� ]]`(1,∞
[[P(q)]] [[,! ]] (`(2,∞ )

+ [[(*"]] [[� ]]`(1,∞

in which `(2,∞ =↓F? (∞) ([[�]] (`(1,∞ )).

Let `(8+1,∞ =↓F? (∞) ([[�]] (`(8,∞ )).

Repeat the above procedure to infinity we get [[?C (,!, P(q))]]` =

[[P(q)]] [[,! ]] (` )

�

The weakest preterm calculus and the above characterization

lemma of weakest preterms are the main contribution of this ar-

ticle. With these notions and results at hand, we can proceed to

define the weakest precondition of probabilistic assertion and the

proof system of PHLwith probabilistic assertion straightforwardly.

Definition 3.11 (Weakest precondition of probabilistic assertion).

(1) ,% (�,A1 A>? A2) = ?C (�,A1) A>? ?C (�,A2)

(2) ,% (�,¬Φ) = ¬,% (�,Φ)

(3) ,% (�,Φ1 ∧ Φ2) =,% (�,Φ1) ∧,% (�,Φ2)

Theorem 3.12. ` |=� ,% (�,Φ) iff [[�]]` |=� Φ.

Proof. We prove by structural induction:

(1) ` |=� ,% (�,A1 A>? A2) iff ` |=
� ?C (�,A1) A>? ?C (�,A2) iff

[[?C (�,A1)]]
�
` A>? [[?C (�, A2)]]

�
` = ⊤ iff

[[A1]]
�
[[� ]]`

A>? [[A2]] [[� ]]� ` = ⊤ iff [[�]]` |=� A1 A>? A2.

(2) ` |=� ,% (�,¬Φ) iff ` |=� ¬,% (�,Φ) iff ` 6 |=� ,% (�,Φ) iff

[[�]]` 6 |=� Φ iff [[�]]` |=� ¬Φ.

(3) ` |=� ,% (Φ1 ∧ Φ2) iff ` |=� ,% (�,Φ1) ∧,% (�,Φ2) iff

` |=� ,% (�,Φ1) and ` |=
� ,% (�,Φ2) iff [[�]]` |=

�
Φ1 and

[[�]]` |=� Φ2 iff [[�]]` |=
�
Φ1 ∧ Φ2.

�

The last theorem suggests we define a proof system of PHLwith

probabilistic formulas in a uniform manner: ⊢ {,% (�,Φ)}�{Φ}

for every command � and probabilistic formula Φ. We will follow

the suggestion with some minor modifications.

Definition 3.13 (Proof system of probabilistic formula PHL). The

proof system of PHL with probabilistic assertions consists of the

following inference rules:

( �% :
⊢{Φ}skip{Φ}

�( :
⊢{,% (-←�, Φ) }-←�{Φ}

%�( :
⊢{,% (-

$
←−{01:A1,...,0= :A= }, Φ) }-

$
←−{01:A1,...,0= :A= } {Φ}

(�& :
⊢{Φ}�1{Φ1 } ⊢{Φ1 }�2{Φ2 }

⊢{Φ}�1;�2 {Φ2 }

� � :
⊢{,% (if � then �1 else �2, Φ) }if � then �1 else �2 {Φ}

,��!� :
⊢{,% (while � do �, Φ) }while � do � {Φ}

,

�$#( :
|=Φ′→Φ ⊢{Φ}� {Ψ} |=Ψ→Ψ

′

⊢{Φ′ }� {Ψ′}

With the rule (CONS) in our proof system,we can treat,% (�,Φ)

as a semantic notion: if |=,% (�,Φ) ↔ Ψ, then Ψ is conceived as

the weakest precondition of Φ with the command � .

Example 3.14. ⊢ {⊤}while ⊤ do skip{P(⊤) = 0} is derivable in

our proof system. This is because ?C (while ⊤ do skip, P(⊤)) = 0

and ?C (while ⊤ do skip, 0) = 0, which implies that

,% (while ⊤ do skip, P(⊤) = 0) = (0 = 0). By the (While) rulewe

derive ⊢ {0 = 0}while ⊤ do skip{P(⊤) = 0}, then by the (CONS)

rule we derive ⊢ {⊤}while ⊤ do skip{P(⊤) = 0}.

Example 3.15. Let � be the following program:

- ← {
1

3
: 0,

2

3
: 1}; if - = 0 then (while ⊤ do skip) else skip

⊢ {⊤}�{P(⊤) ≤ 2
3 } is derivable in our proof system. This is

because ?C (�,P(⊤)) = 2
3P(⊤). Then we know,% (�,P(⊤) ≤ 2

3 ) =
2
3P(⊤) ≤

2
3 . Then by applying rules in our proof system we get

⊢ { 23P(⊤) ≤
2
3 }�{P(⊤) ≤

2
3 }. Note that |= ⊤ → (

2
3P(⊤) ≤

2
3 ). We

then use (CONS) to derive ⊢ {⊤}�{P(⊤) ≤ 2
3 }.

Lemma 3.16. If |= {Φ}�{Ψ}, then |= Φ→,% (�,Ψ).

Proof. Let ` be a probabilistic state such that ` |= Φ. Then

[[�]]` |= Ψ. Then by Theorem 3.12 we know ` |=,% (�,Ψ). �

Lemma 3.17. For an arbitrary command� and an arbitrary prob-

abilistic formula Φ, it holds that ⊢ {,% (�,Φ)}�{Φ}.

Proof. We prove it by induction on the structure of command

� . When � is skip, assignment, random assignment, IF or WHILE

command, we can directly derive them from the proof system PHL.
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The only case that needs to show is the sequential command,which

means that we need to prove ⊢ {,% (�1;�2,Φ)}�1;�2{Φ}.

ByDefinition 3.11, we have,% (�1;�2,Φ) =,% (�1,, % (�2,Φ)).

By induction hypothesis, it holds that ⊢ {,% (�2,Φ)}�2{Φ} and ⊢

{,% (�1,, % (�2,Φ))}�1{,% (�2;Φ)}. By inference rule (�& , we

can conclude that ⊢ {,% (�1,, % (�2,Φ))}�1;�2{Φ}which implies

that ⊢ {,% (�1;�2,Φ)}�1;�2{Φ}.

�

Theorem 3.18. The proof system of PHL with probabilistic asser-

tions is sound and complete.

Proof. Soundness: the soundness of SKIP, AS, PAS, IF, WHILE

follows from Theorem 3.12. The soundness of SEQ and CON can

be proved by simple deduction.

Completeness: Assume |= {Φ}�{Ψ}, then |= Φ → ,% (�,Ψ)

by lemma 3.16. Then by ⊢ {,% (�,Ψ)}�{Ψ} and CONS we know

⊢ {Φ}�{Ψ}.

�

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Probabilistic Hoare logic is particularly useful in fields like the

formal verification of probabilistic programs. Developers and re-

searchers can use it to formally reason about program behavior

with stochastic elements and ensure that the desired probabilistic

properties are upheld. The studies on Hoare logic can be classified

into two approaches: satisfaction-based and expectation-based. The

problem of relative completeness of satisfaction-based PHL with

While-loop has been unsolved since 1979. This paper addresses this

problem by proposing a new PHL system that introduces the com-

mand of probabilistic assignment. In comparison with the existing

literature on satisfaction-based PHL where probabilistic choice is

expressed in either probabilistic choice between two statements or

a flipped coin, our construction is expressively equivalent in terms

of programming language and, moreover, it brings a lot of conve-

nience in defining the weakest preconditions and preterms as an

extension to the normal assignments. This, in turn, facilitates the

proof of relative completeness.

The main contribution of this paper is successfully finding out

the weakest preterm of While-loop given a real expression. Def-

inition 3.7 (9) essentially reveals how a While-loop changes the

probabilistic property of computer states, considering both execu-

tion branches that halt and infinite runs. Lemma 3.10 demonstrates

that the weakest preterms defined in our way accurately character-

ize the ‘pre-probability’ given a command � and a real expression

A . The appropriate weakest preterm calculus bridges the biggest

gap in proving the relative completeness of PHL.

The progress we have made in this paper may shed insights into

the research of quantum Hoare logic (QHL). In the expectation-

based QHL [25, 34], the assertions in theHoare triples are functions

which map states to observables. They are interpreted as real num-

bers by calculating the traces of some matrix representing observ-

ing quantum states. In this approach, it is difficult to handle com-

pounded properties of quantum programs. On the other hand, the

assertions in the satisfaction-based approach [10, 14, 23, 32, 35] are

logical formulas. This treatmentmakes it easier to express the prop-

erties of computer states, making the formal verification of pro-

grams more straightforward. However, the existing satisfaction-

based QHL is either incomplete or complete but not expressive

enough. Therefore, in the future, we will study how to extend our

current work to build satisfaction-based QHL that is both complete

and expressively strong.
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